Bring
nature
into your
home.

2Savannah Naturel oak (02) / les exclusifs xl long

The floor is yours!
Authentic, design, urban, bohemian … Let yourself go!
Absorb the beauty of parquet wood flooring and invite
nature into your home. Take a stand with your decorating
choices. The question cannot be ignored nowadays.
Moreover, your carbon footprint can even work as
a source of inspiration.
We believe in life, in all kinds of life, and all kinds
of parquet floors that go with them. Parquet wood floors
made in France, easy to install, clean, and all in terrifically
fashionable colours. They are incredibly hardwearing
and fully repairable. Make the leap to parquet and
make it your way of life!
Dance, play, skip, and admire every day. It is time to fulfil
your desires, whatever they may be, without ever having
to worry about your floor.
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100% natural
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durable: genuine wood
renewable
repairable

1 ton of CO2
stored for
1 m3 of wood
that is cut and
engineered!

The floor is all yours and your
children’s future is secure. By choosing
French parquet flooring with the PEFC label,
you take a stand with your decorative
choices.
Installing a French parquet floor
means sustainable forest renewal
Remember how photosynthesis works? By cultivating the
PEFC forest like a garden, CO2 absorption is heightened.
By cutting down, maintaining and replanting trees, the
sustainably managed forest is more than doing its job!

Installing a French parquet floor
means choosing a short supply chain
You get the picture - it is the same principle as the short
food supply chain! France is covered with forests that are
managed by the book. So why spoil everything by
choosing an imported parquet floor?

Installing a French parquet floor
means you can pride yourself on an
excellent carbon balance
Yes, you read that correctly! Short supply streams, biosourced
material, renewable resources, CO2 storage during growth
and after cutting: French parquet wood flooring is a genuine
long-term investment.

A parquet floor that is
“Made in elsewhere ”
increases the emission
of greenhouse gas.
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The wood absorbs
CO2 throughout its life.
Once it is cut and
engineered, it continues
to store it.

Looking
good in your
home and
good for the
planet
Parquet BerryAlloc

Made in France
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the varnish is easy to manage
ultra-resistant to wear
extra mat, natural

Innovation is in the air.
And it suits you.
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Kaolin Naturel oak (02) / les essentiels xl

healthy interior
water-based varnish
no solvents
no chemical reagents

Innovative varnish
that protects your
parquet floor, with
no solvents or
chemical reagents
Now you are free to
breathe.
Admire

Our new varnish adds a layer of
resistance and facilitates cleaning
in your home. The wood retains its
transparency, and its intense mat finish
is also incredibly natural. Discover the
effect of an oiled parquet floor without
the hassle of maintaining it. All you
have to do is get on with enjoying life!
And we bet that you know exactly
how to do that.

* Information on the level of
emissions of volatile substances
in indoor air that present a toxic risk
through inhalation, on a class scale
ranging from A+ (very low emissions)
to C (high emissions).
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Nature Authentique oak (01) / les essentiels regular

Bring nature into
your home.
Rediscover the joy of living in the moment.
Connected? Yes, to nature. So make your
parquet floor a base, the stage for your present
and future emotions. Never too hot, never cold,
naturally unique and most of all, timeless.
This is the real deal! What if you get tired
of the colour after a while? Well, you can
have it sanded to change the atmosphere.
As far are we are concerned, floors are
the foundation of joy. Sustainable joy.
Welcome to BerryAlloc.
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The oak
is authentic.
You can trust it.
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Celeste Naturel oak (02) / les exclusifs xxl

Natural Inspiration

_ Back to nature

Savannah Naturel oak (02) / les exclusifs xl long, regular long & xxl long planks

Is everything moving too fast? Take a deep breath and find inspiration by observing
nature: your serene and timeless wooden floor. A course in decorative therapy to
take alone, as a family or with friends, to excess.
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Abyss Naturel oak (02) / les exclusifs xl long

Abyss
A deep black-bordeaux ochre from the Black family
with hints of amaranth, orange, plum and white.
For a spirit: Subtle Profound Intense Bold Timeless.
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Natural Inspiration

Carrare Naturel oak (02) / les exclusifs xxl long

Carrare
A beige-grey brown / light limewood from the Beige
family with hints of rose, silver, hazelnut and shaded
greige. The spirit is: Pure Fresh Refined Original Soft.

Bardenas Authentique oak (01) / les exclusifs regular long
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Taïga
A bright brown-red ochre from the Ochre family
with hints of honey, vanilla, greige, ivory and amber.
The spirit is: Joyful Knowing Sunny.
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Taïga Naturel oak (01) / les exclusifs xxl

Design Inspiration

_ Beauty
and the city

Pampa Naturel oak (01) / les exclusifs xxl long & regular long

At one with city life? That sounds like you. Magnify the spaces, play with the light,
add depth and style: your parquet floor will become your interior architect.
It’s so chic and so real!
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Made
in France
with love

Canopée
Dark orange Grey-ochre from the Grey
family with hints of brown, blueberry
brown, khaki, shaded - spicy highlights.
The spirit is: Traditional Patina Refined.

Nature Pur oak (01) / les exclusifs regular long
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Design Inspiration

Lagune Naturel oak (01) / les exclusifs xl long

A parquet floor
offers new horizons
Redesign your spaces: a glued down floor laid without interruption,
with no profiles or joints, and your parquet floor offers you
perspectives you have never seen before.
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Nude Naturel oak (01) / les essentiels regular

Underfloor
heating friendly
BerryAlloc parquet floors are all
compatible with underfloor heating*.
Warm by nature, our wood flooring
guarantees exceptional thermal
performance as its heart is composed
of high density fibre wood. And years
of feeling happily snug and warm
at home.
Warmth Softness Comfort Cocooning Natural
Kindness Intimacy Joy Home Sweet Home
* see our advice sheet about compatible underfloor heating www.berryalloc.com
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Nature Authentique oak (01) / les essentiels regular

Contemporary Inspiration

_ Viva la smala

Nude Naturel oak (01) / les essentiels xl long

The floor is yours! Draw, play, cook without giving it a second thought.
Except to congratulate yourself on making the right choice: choosing solidity,
easy maintenance and the beauty of wood.
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Contemporary Inspiration

Innovative
varnish with
no solvents
or chemical
reagents, that
follows every
step you take.

Ambre Naturel oak (02) / les essentiels xl long

Albatre
A very light pinkish white-beige from the White family.
Notes of wheat, mother-of-pearl, turtle-dove grey
and straw. The spirit is: Understated Silky Refined
Harmonious.
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Terracotta
An intense red Brown-ochre from the Brown family
with hints of auburn red, ochre, Turkey red and hazelnut.
The spirit is: Intense Polychrome Rich.

Terracotta Naturel oak (02) / les essentiels xl
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Argil
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Argil Naturel oak (02) / les essentiels xl

A medium pinkish Grey-brown from the Grey family
with hints of hazelnut, peach, beige and limewood.
The spirit is: Rich Sensual Soft.

Bohemian Inspiration

_ The sound
of music

Sepia Naturel oak (02) / les essentiels xl

When it comes to your parquet floor, opt for eternity! It will grow with you,
by your side. Trust it with your secrets, invite it to your parties. It will always be
there for you and can adapt when you feel like a change.
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Bohemian Inspiration

Every day is
a celebration.
Every step is
an ode to life.
Wood has
never been
so alive.

Kaolin Authentique oak (01) / les essentiels xl

Silex Authentique oak (01) / les essentiels xl
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Silk
A light whitened beige-straw from the Beige family
with hints of straw. The spirit is: Understated
Harmonious Soft.

Silk Naturel oak (02) / les essentiels regular
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Les
Essentiels
Innovation: Ultimtec extra mat
varnish finish, all the transparency
and beauty of an oiled wooden floor,
with added resistance.
All our shades are available
in these 4 plank formats:

Albatre p.24
A very light pinkish White-beige from the
White family. Notes of wheat, mother-ofpearl, turtle-dove grey and straw. Spirit:
Understated Silky Refined Harmonious.

XL LONG- XL - REGULAR - 3 STRIPS

Nature p.22
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D. 2,5 mm

D. 3,3 mm

D. 2,5 mm

D. 2,5 mm

XL LONG : 164 x 1 980 x 13,2

XL : 164 x 1 180x 14		

REGULAR : 130 x 1 180x 11

3 STRIPS : 210 x 1 180x 13,2

A bright amber Ochre-yellow from the
Ochre family with hints of amber, turmeric
and honey. Spirit: Authentic Eternal Reassuring Nature Understated.

Silex p.28
A dark carmine Grey red-brown from the
Grey family with hints of carmine, march
brown, plum and blackcurrant. Spirit: Revised classic Highly colourful.

Nude p.23

Silk p.29

Kaolin p.28

A very light orange White-beige from the
White family with hints of blond mother-ofpearl, linen and hazelnut. Spirit: Luminous
Understated Reassuring Neutral.

A light whitened Beige-straw from the Beige
family with hints of ochre, orange and vanilla.
Spirit: Understated Harmonious Soft.

A medium light shaded pink Beige-brown
from the Beige family with hints of grey, teal,
putty, hazelnut and ochre. Spirit: Reassuring
Discreet Muted Understated.

Ambre p.24

Terracotta p.25

Argil p.26

An intense orange Ochre-brown from the
Ochre family with hints of honey, amber,
cashew, havana and oxide. Spirit: Vital
Classic Unchangeable Universal.

An intense red Brown-ochre from the
Brown family with hints of auburn red,
ochre, Turkey red and hazelnut. Spirit:
Intense Polychrome Rich.

A medium pinkish Grey-brown from the
Grey family with hints of hazelnut, peach,
beige and limewood. Spirit: Rich Sensual
Soft.

Sepia p.25
A deep ochre Black-bordeaux ocré from the
Black family with hints of orange, plum and
amaranth. Spirit: Timeless Profound Wise
Rich Luminous.
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Lagune p.19

Carrare p.14

Nature p.18

A very light orange White-beige from the
White family with hints of blond motherof-pearl, beige, hazelnut and linen. Spirit:
Luminous Understated Reassuring.

A beige-grey brown / light limewood
from the Beige family with hints of rose,
silver, hazelnut and shaded greige. Spirit:
Pure Refined Neutral Fresh Original Soft.

A bright amber Ochre-yellow from the
Ochre family with hints of amber, turmeric and honey. Spirit: Authentic Eternal
Reassuring Natural Understated.

Pampa

Savannah p.13

Bardenas p.15

A medium light ochre Brown-red from the
Brown family with hints of orange ochre,
hazelnut and lichen. Spirit: Timeless
Absolute Unvarnished wood.

A shaded pink Beige-Brown from the
Brown family with hints of hazelnut,
peach, beige and limetree. Spirit: Neutral.

An intense Havana Brown-red from the
Brown family with hints of shaded earth,
chestnut and sweet chestnut, copper & silver.
Spirit: Bohemian Authentic Timeless.

Celeste p.12

Abyss p.15

A dark orange Grey-ochre from the Grey
family with hints of chestnut, brown
blueberry and khaki. Spirit: Traditional
Refined.

A deep Cerusé ochre Black-bordeaux from
the Black family with hints of amaranth,
orange, plum and white. Spirit: Subtle
Intense Profound Bold Timeless.

p.17

Les
Exclusifs
Taïga

Innovation: Ultimtec extra mat varnish finish,
all the transparency and beauty of an oiled
wooden floor, with added resistance.
p.16

All our shades are available
in these 4 plank formats:

A bright brown-red ochre from the
Ochre family with hints of honey, vanilla,
greige, ivory and amber. Spirit: Joyful
Knowing Sunny.

XXL - REGULAR LONG - XL LONG - XXL LONG

Canopée

p.18

D. 3,3 mm

D. 3,3 mm

D. 3,3 mm

D.3,3 mm

XXL : 187 X 1180 X 14 		

REGULAR LONG : 130 x 1 980 x 14

XL LONG : 164 x 1 980 x 14

XXL LONG : 187 x 1 980 x 14

A shaded silvery Grey-brown from the
Grey family with hints of iced chestnut,
silvery grey, mauve and pink. Spirit:
Untamed Secret Precious Muted.
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Les Essentiels Wood choices

Wood choice reference
Size of knots
Density of knots
Colour Contrast

Albatre

Nude

Silk

Kaolin

Nature

Ambre

Terracotta

Argil

Silex

Sepia
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Pur

Naturel

Authentique

Calm, elegant, discreet

Timeless, harmonious, natural

Original, expressive and lively character

01

01

02

01

02

•
•
•

••
••
••

•••
•••
••

••••
••••
•••

••••
•••••
••••

Homogeneous, regular
lines, no sapwood

Balanced, a little lively, no sapwood

Rustic and contrasted appearance

Les Exclusifs Wood choices

Wood choice reference
Size of knots
Density of knots
Colour Contrast

Pur

Naturel

Authentique

Calm, elegant, discreet

Timeless, harmonious, natural

Original, expressive and lively character

01

01

02

01

02

•
•
•

••
••
••

•••
•••
••

••••
••••
•••

••••
•••••
••••

Homogeneous, regular
lines, no sapwood

Balanced, a little lively, no sapwood

Rustic and contrasted appearance

Lagune

Carrare

Nature

Taïga

Pampa

Savannah

Bardenas

Canopée

Celeste

Abyss
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Easy from start to finish
Easy installation: no tools - no adhesive

Best Loc® X-Treme
Install flat: This installation is even more simple,
easier and faster (up to 30% time savings compared
to Best Loc®). Plank by plank installation, simply
press down. No tools or adhesive.

High performance installation accessories
that meet the most stringent French requirements
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Excellence+ underlay

Moisture block 200µm

• For floating installation of your
wood flooring
• Sound reduction at least 19 dB
• 1 ,000 x 10,000 x 2.5 mm
• 1 0 m² / roll
Code : SEPLUS10

•U
 se with your underlay to prevent
any moisture coming up
•2
 ,600 x 10,000 x 0.2 mm
•2
 6 m² / roll
Code : WD158235

BerryAlloc adhesive
• F or a glued-down parquet floor
(in association with underfloor
heating for example)
• consumption: 750-1,000g/m2
depending on the surface
• available in boxes of three 6kg
bags (18kg) with scraper
Code : 9310-0024

Accessories for a perfect finish.
Our oak veneer accessories guarantee unity of shade and varnish
with your wood flooring. Available for most of our wood flooring shades.

Matching T-profile
(oak veneer)

Matching reducer
profile (oak veneer)

Matching end profile
(oak veneer)

Perfect transition between 2
planks of the same thickness.
L 1,150 mm or L 1,950 mm

Perfect transition between your
wood flooring and a lower floor.
L 1,150 mm or L 1,950 mm

A perfect finish against
a bay window. L 1,950 mm

Matching 69mm skirting
(oak veneer)

Stair nose profile oak 3.3mm
& Ultimtec varnish

Finish that is a 100% match where
your parquet floor touches the
wall. L 1,950 mm (4 units / pack)

Easy to install thanks to the BestLoc X-Treme system
that is compatible with your parquet floor and
100% matching finish. L 1,150 x th. 14 mm

White ready to paint
skirting

White ready to paint round
quarter round

60 mm (63001756), 80 mm (63001776)
or 100mm (9372-3045). For a finish
that matches the colour of your wall.
L 2,400 mm (4 units / pack)

14mm (63001736) For a finish that
matches the colour of your wall.
L 2,400 x 14 x 14 mm (4 units / pack)
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technical
guide

3 Strips

Regular

2 bevels

XL Long

Les Exclusifs
XL

XXL

Regular
Long

XL Long

XXL Long

Bevel

-

/

Oak facing thickness

mm

2.5 mm

3.3mm tol. +0 / -0.1

Class of use (based on untreated wood)

EN 685

23 (domestic high)

31 (commercial moderate)

Residential use guarantee

-

15 years

Total thickness (tol +/-0,2)

mm

13.2

11

13.2

14

Total weight

kg / m²

10.82 kg

8.82 kg

10.82 kg

10.90 kg

Format

mm

1,180 x 210

1,180 x 130

1,980 x 164

1,180 x 164

1,180 x 187

1,980 x 130

1,980 x 164

1,980 x 187

Contents of pack

-

8 planks
1.98 m²

8 planks
1.22 m²

6 planks
1.94 m²

8 planks
1.54 m²

8 planks
1.76 m²

8 planks
2.05 m²

6 planks
1.94 m²

6 planks
2.22 m²

Intermediate layer / backing

-

HDF (875 kg/m³) / spruce

Moisture level

-

7 - 10%

Installation system

-

BestLoc X-Treme, flat, no adhesive, no tools

Loc resistance

Kg / m

1,000 long side and 550 short side

Surface treatment

-

Ultimtec High performance varnish

Resistance to abrasion

XP B 53-669

+ 15,000 Cycles (TT CS10)

Gloss level

Gloss 60

5 +/- 2 (mat)

Compatibility with underfloor heating

-

PRE compatible (max 90 W/m²) and low temperature hot water (see conditions)

Thermal resistance

m².K/W

0.074

Fire resistance

EN 13 501-1 (oak)

Dfl-s1

Sound reduction

EN 16354

-19 dB (with Excellence+ underlay under 14 mm wood flooring)

CE marking

EN 14342

CE

Formaldehyde emissions

EN 717-1

E1

VOC emissions

ISO 16,000-9

A+

Environmental Programme

Certification

PEFC 10-31-1047

Manufacturing label

Parquetfrancais.org

Label Parquets de France 14G

Installation reference documentation

DTU

DTU 51.11 floating installation - DTU 51.2 glued-down installation

*Information sur le niveau d’émission de substances volatiles dans l’air
intérieur, présentant un risque de toxicité par inhalation, sur une échelle
de classe allant de A+ (très faibles émissions) à C (fortes émissions).
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Les Essentiels

30 years

0.065

0.074

0.078

Non-contractual document For reasons related to printing techniques, small
variations in colour may appear. BerryAlloc reserves the right to modify its range
without notice. Impression 02/20. Products available while stocks last. Brochure
ENG - ref 11007589

Kaolin country oak / les essentiels, 3 strips
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parquet

Bring
nature
into your
home.

BerryAlloc NV
Rijksweg 442
8710 Wielsbeke - Belgium
T +32 56 67 66 11
info@berryalloc.com

berryalloc.com
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parquet

Bring
nature
into your
home

